
enVy COPPER™ 
by NatruVerex 

 

enVy COPPER infused Face Masks 

GERM-KILLING. REUSABLE. WITH SOFTEAR™ LOOPS. 

Our Canadian-Made ™cutting edge enVy COPPER infused face Masks use NatuVerex™ technology 

woven into both protective layers of the White TENCEL™ Fabric or Salt N Pepa (Grey) 50/50 Cotton 

blend of the mask.  Our masks are suitable for personal-use and is washable, re-usable and 

adjustable (One size fits most with adjustable ear loops).  We used the same COPPER Ion infused 

TENCEL  fabric as our patented enVy COPPER Anti-Aging pillow liners. 

 

enVy™ is proud to be part of this important initiative to offer COPPER infused face masks for general/

personal use with  proceeds of our online sales going towards our mission to supply these masks to 

the essential workers in our community (shelters, nursing homes + hospital administration workers).  

 

The Copper infused TENCEL™ fabric of our pillow liners and face masks have been proven to 

eradicate 99%  of MRSA, Staphococcus Aureus and Klebsiella Pneumoniae within 24hrs, allowing 

your mask to self sanitize when not in use for this length of time. 

 

In this 2010 study published in the Public Library of Science, it was concluded that, impregnating 

COPPER Oxide into respirator face masks endows them with potent anti-influenza biocidal 

properties. This may significantly risk hand or environmental contamination that often happens with 

improper handling in disposing of masks. 

 

Experience the Specialized enVy™ COPPER Face Mask with Super Soft dual layered Fabric + Copper 

Ion Technology + Insanely Comfortable SoftEar™ Loops.  Washable, Reusable, One Size Fits Most.    



Comfortable, dependable, sustainable and reusable solution for your personal use as 

an added strategy in decreasing the spread of disease. 

Decrease your Bio-Burden with the enVy COPPER Face Masks 

The idea of making our EnVy COPPER infused Face Masks was an easy “A-ha” 

moment.  When the pandemic started we knew we already had an Anti-Superbug 

COPPER fabric we were using in our COPPER line of pillows. Using the same specialize 

germ-killing CuTEC™ COPPER that is woven into our super soft TENCELⓇ  fabric pillow 

liner we designed these Copper Infused Face Masks with a double layer of protective 

COPPER Fabric and adjustable Soft Stretch SoftEar™ loops.   Our WHITE enVy™ 

COPPER infused Face Mask are woven with Sustainable TENCEL™  and our GREY 

Heather enVy™ COPPER infused Face Masks are woven with a 50%/50% Cotton-Poly 

Blend . Both with 30% COPPER Ion infused technology. 

Comfortable. Reusable. Adjustable if necessary. 

Suitable for everyday personal use. One size fits MOST with our own insanely soft 

SoftEar™ loops made from super soft stretch material.  If you are needing to adjust the 

loops you can do so  by sliding the elastic cord through the loop channel, finding the 

attachment, cutting to your length, adding a new stitch or tying a knot and sliding 

back into the channel. 
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Our “Masks Forward” Mission ™ 

ALL proceeds from the sales of this enVy COPPER Face Mask goes towards our 

initiative to put these masks on the faces of our essential workers and keep the N95 

masks on the faces of our frontline workers caring for COVID-19 patients. 

In light of the escalating outbreak, The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention‘s is 

now recommending that everyone wear face masks in public settings like 

pharmacies and grocery stores etc. to avoid unwittingly spreading the COVID-19 

virus .  In many areas it is now mandatory to wear masks in public settings. Public 

health officials have stressed (and so do we) that N95 masks should be saved for our 

front line health care works, doctors and nurses who have been in tire need of 

protective gear. 

I Protect You. You Protect Me™ 

Based on the newest data about COVID-19 infected persons being asymptomatic, 

the WHO and CDC has this  position on personal use of masks. 

We all need to behave as if we ALL have the virus by maintaining social distancing, 

practicing hyper-vigilance in hand washing and now adding the additional layer of 

protection by wearing a mask when in the community. 
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 “Face masks worn by asymptomatic people are conditionally 

recommended in severe epidemics or pandemics to reduce 

transmission in the community.”  



What we know about COPPER™Technology 

Our first-of-its-kind COPPER ion technology is infused into our personal-use face mask. We have used 

the same COPPER Ion infused White TENCEL™  or Grey Cotton blend fabric as our patented enVy 

COPPER Anti-Aging pillow.  enVy™ is proud to be part of this important initiative to offer COPPER 

face masks for general/personal use with ALL proceeds of sales to go towards our mission to supply 

these masks to the essential workers in our community (women’s shelters, hospital administration 

workers, nursing homes etc) 

 The Copper infused TENCEL or Cotton/Poly blend fabric on our masks have been proven to 

eradicate 99% MRSA, Staphococcus Aureus and Klebsiella Pneumoniae. 

 According to a 2015 Study in Health Environments Research and Design Journal, some 

common germs proven to be killed by Copper include E. Coli, Influenza A, Norovirus and C. 

Difficile. 

 Coronavirus is inactivated within hours of coming into contact with Copper alloy surfaces. 

 Our Copper Technology is permanently infused into our face masks which can withstand 25 or 

more washes 

 Human skin is not sensitive to COPPER and, in fact, is shown to improve skin texture, skin tone 

and skin wellness. 

 Tests pending for COVID-19 

 

The COPPER “Sweet Spot” in our enVy™ COPPER Mask 

The CuTEC™ COPPER ions used in our masks is permanently infused into our super soft sustainable 

White TENCEL™™ fabric or Grey 50/50 Cotton blend fabric.  We have done aggressive washing tests 

with zero loss of germ killing efficacy at 25 washes*.  We did not test beyond that, but have no 

reason to believe it would deteriorate.  Our masks are infused with 30% COPPER Ion technology . This 

the highest in the industry and has been shown in studies to be the ‘sweet spot‘ for efficacy  in killing 

Bacteria, Fungus and Virus. 

 

Your Mask only needs to be washed when visibly soiled; they are always at work killing 

invisible germs. 



The benefits to the use of COPPER technology infused into our performance fabrics is 

proven to practically eliminate many pathogens in its sight.  

Besides being anti-microbial, our enVy COPPER powered by NatuvereX has been shown 

to improve skin texture, skin tone and skin wellness. 

COPPER infused fabric has anti-inflammatory properties. Copper restores skin cells for 

healthier looking skin and many also claim that wrinkles disappear as a result of using 

copper textiles.  

COPPER is an essential trace element vital for the normal function of many tissues and 

indispensable for the generation of new skin. 

Human skin is not sensitive to COPPER. It is readily metabolized and utilized by the body. 

Skin heals from the inside out. Copper heals it from the outside and may even be 

beneficial in the healing of cosmetic procedures, cuts, wounds and even hard to treat 

skin pathologies. 

The TENCEL™ fabrics we use in our pillow liners and masks are infused with the COPPER 

ions is a branded lyocell fibre of Botanic (raw wood) origin. It is a naturally eco-friendly 

closed loop production process. When TENCEL® is used in production the textiles are 

naturally more absorbent than cotton, softer than silk and cooler than linen.  
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Never touch your face or your mask surface.  Before donning your mask WASH your 

hands.  Before removing your mask WASH your hands.  Remove from the ear loops only 

avoiding the fabric surface of the mask as germs may be on the surface and transfer to 

your hands (clean mask as recommended below and preferably lay flat to dry). Wash 

your hands immediately after removing and continue social distancing.   

One size fits MOST with adjustable ear loops made from super soft stretch material is 

adjustable by sliding through the loop channel, finding the knot, cutting to your 

preferred length and sliding back into the channel. 

HOW TO WASH 

The mask should be washed in warm water by hand or on a gentle cycle with a 

delicate fabric detergent (we recommend a mesh lingerie bag) or preferably wash by 

hand. It may be tumble dried low on a gentle setting in a lingerie bag to protect straps 

and fabric. or preferably hung to dry. 

Iron on a low setting if desired. 
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